PSYCHOEDUCATION FOR PSYCHOTIC PATIENTS
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INTRODUCTION

Schizophrenia is a chronic psychiatric illness affecting 1% to 2% of the population. Unfortunately, suboptimal follow-through with treatment too often leads to a classic revolving-door pattern of relapse and rehospitalization. While the core intervention in schizophrenia remains antipsychotic medication; the limitations of medication alone in symptomatic, relapse prevention, and satisfaction/quality of life terms have long prompted interest in wider forms of management. This aside, in the CATIE study, a naturalistic randomized-controlled trial comparing five antipsychotic compounds, 74% of all patients discontinued their original medication before the end of the 18 months of the first phase of the trial.

One inherent deficit in schizophrenia is an inability to engage appropriately in social and occupational activities. The debilitating effect of this is often a lasting feature of the illness, despite adequate psychopharmacological intervention, often isolating them and making it difficult for them to advocate appropriate social support or community services. Further, studies have found that there is a correlation between poor social functioning and relapse. One of the challenges of this area, is also wide interindividual variability although standardized measures have been developed to rate the social deficits. These assessments have become important tools in the determination of effective non-pharmacological treatment strategies. In addition to long-term pharmacotherapy, quality education is considered an additional important form of assistance.

Family caregivers report high levels of burden related to caring for their mentally ill family members. They may not have the knowledge and skills necessary to take on the caring responsibilities. As a result, patient relapse and readmission are common.

Although no evidence of a definitive cause of schizophrenia is yet available, it can be reasonably controlled though the use of pharmacotherapy and psychosocial interventions. Relapse rates (measured by number of hospital readmissions or days in hospital) decrease significantly when schizophrenics adhere to specific pharmacological regimens and are exposed, together with their relatives, to psychoeducational programs. The level of partial or non-adherence in patients with schizophrenia is as high as 60%, resulting in a higher risk of relapse, rehospitalization, suicidal attempts and is a major contribution to the economic burden of schizophrenia. As insight into the illness was found to be among the strongest predictors for a positive adherence attitude, the need to enforce and incorporate adherence-focused psychotherapy and psychoeducation into daily clinical routine to improve adherence and therefore long-term outcome is highlighted.

A review of the literature shows that PEP (psychoeducational programs) have been conducted in a variety of ways. The duration of such programs has ranged from one to 18 months. They have consisted of 10 or more sessions, and the majority have been group interventions that included patients and their family members.

The various PEP models encompass individual consultation and family psychoeducation, professionally led, short-term family education programs, and family-led support groups. One program developed by the Psychoeducational Working Party of the Early Psychosis Prevention and Intervention Centre (EPPIC) focused on early intervention. Despite different models and frameworks, these programs have a core content in common, such as explanation of schizophrenia (its nature and treatment), the management of problem behavior, accessing available resources, problem solving and coping skills.
Existing studies have generally shown that PEP has positive outcomes. For example, PEP was effective in reducing relapse and improved patients’ mental state, insight into their illness, and adherence to medication. Some studies, however, have suggested that it is unlikely that caregivers, particularly those of patients with a long history of illness, will change their views of patients after a short PEP intervention. Further, the difficulty in engaging patients and their carers during PEP has made the outcomes of the programs inconclusive.

In the United States, family psychoeducation interventions are currently considered one of five evidence-based psychosocial interventions for persons with severe mental illness, particularly those with schizophrenia. As many as 65% of discharged psychiatric patients return to live with a family member. Further, many families remain involved with their psychiatrically ill relative whether or not the relative lives with them. Empirical studies suggest that curtailed activities, financial shortages, altered social relationships, high stress, marital strain, and burnout are among the problems faced by parents caring for a mentally ill child. Concerns expressed by parents often include worry about their child’s finances, feelings of helplessness, alarm over their child’s dependency, confusion over how much assistance to offer, and wishing for their child to return to his or her “old self”. There is increasing concern about what happens to the quality of life of people with psychiatric disability as their parents become unavailable to provide support and caregiving due to a lack of personal resources, disability, or death.

A generation of parental caregivers for people with severe psychiatric disability will themselves become too old or disabled to be caretakers in the near future. Without parental caregivers, the mentally ill who tended to rely on their parents may find themselves homeless, turning to additional family members for assistance, or needing more community services. Adult well siblings may be called upon to become caretakers for ill siblings when parents die or become disabled. Numerous studies have reported adult siblings’ concerns about the struggle of maintaining their own personal lives while simultaneously remaining involved with their ill family member.

The main goal in working with families is to help them develop the knowledge and skills instrumental in promoting the recovery of their family member while eschewing family dysfunctional etiological theories of the past. Strong consensus about the critical elements of family intervention emerged in the late 1990s under the encouragement of the leaders of the World Schizophrenia Fellowship. The resulting consensus on the elements for effective family intervention was as follows:

- Coordinate all elements of treatment and rehabilitation to ensure that everyone is working towards the same goals in a collaborative, supportive relationship.
- Pay attention to the social as well as the clinical needs of the patient.
- Provide optimum medication management.
- Listen to families and treat them as equal partners in treatment planning and delivery.
- Explore family members’ expectations of the treatment program and for the patient.
- Assess the family’s strengths and limitations in their ability to support the patient.
- Help resolve family conflict through sensitive response to emotional distress.
- Address feelings of loss.
- Provide relevant information for patient and family at appropriate times.
- Provide an explicit crisis plan and professional response.
- Help improve communication among family members.
- Provide training for the family in structured problem-solving techniques.
- Encourage the family to expand their social support networks, e.g., participation in multifamily groups or family support organizations such as the National Alliance on Mental Illness.
- Be flexible in meeting the needs of the family.
- Provide the family with easy access to a professional in case of need if the work with the family ceases.

The development of family psychoeducation interventions was based on earlier research that found that patients released from hospitals to families who expressed a high degree of hostility, criticism, and emotional overinvolvement were more likely to have an exacerbation of their symptoms and to relapse and be rehospitalized. Psychoeducational treatments, that have been developed and supported by over 25 years of research, that address the needs of family members have consistently shown that patients’ outcomes improve when the needs of family members are met. Mental illness can affect family members across a range of domains, such as work, leisure, family health, children, and social relationships. Psychoeducation has been defined as systematic didactic-psychotherapeutic intervention, designed to inform patients and their relatives about the disorder and promote coping. In a 2003 survey of all psychiatric institutions in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, 86% of the responding institutions offered psychoeducation and in 84% of these for schizophrenia, mostly directed at patients during inpatient stay. Only 2% of family members however were involved.

A recent comprehensive meta-analysis identified seven randomized controlled trials utilizing inpatient or combined inpatient-outpatient family psychoeducation. Only four family psychoeducation programs in this review provided follow-up data on relapse or rehospitalization. Effect sizes ranged from 0.00 to 0.60 (mean 0.35) at one to six months and 0.12 to 0.69 (mean 0.55) at seven to 12 months post-intervention. The meta-analysis concluded that family psychoeducation showed benefit over patient-only psychoeducation and that gains were observed in relapse prevention but not in symptom reduction, functioning, knowledge, or adherence.

Psychoeducation can be targeted to the patient to improve outcomes, enhance compliance, and increase knowledge, including early relapse recognition, thereby contributing to a better sense of well-being. Imparting fac-
**Table 1.** Content of psychoeducational program in Department of psychiatry University Hospital Olomouc.

| Session 1: Where are borders between real and dreamy picture of the world? What is psychosis? | • Introduction of the group members,  
• Explaining the purposes of the group  
• Real and dreamy picture of the world  
• What is psychosis? |
|---|---|
| Session 2: What are the signs and symptoms of psychosis? | • Types and prevalence of psychotic disorders  
• Typical signs and symptoms of psychosis (positive, negative, cognitive, affective and social)  
• Circle vicious of hallucinations, delusions, abulia and social isolation |
| Session 3: What cause psychosis? What are the triggers and warning signs of relaps? | • Causes of psychosis  
• Biological causes  
• Model vulnerability-stress  
• Maintenance factors and triggers of relapses  
• Early warning signs of relaps |
| Session 4: How to treat psychosis pharmacologically? | • Pros and cons of medication  
• Mechanism of the effect of antipsychotics  
• Practical aspects of using antipsychotics  
• Effects and side effects of medication  
• Myths about antipsychotics  
• Psychosocial interventions |
| Session 5: How to prevent relaps? | • Self-help  
• Life style  
• How to manage stress  
• Breath control and relaxation  
• Managing voices  
• Managing delusion experiences  
• Time management and pleasure activities  
• Physical health |
| Session 6: The role of family and communication | • What can help family  
• Positive aspects of interpersonal relationships  
• Expressed emotions and family, over-protectiveness, over-involvement, and criticism  
• Social skills training (positive assertion, feedback, reaction to critique  
• Preparing for the future |

Psychoeducation for psychotic patients

Psychoeducaction is a program of cognitive, behavioral, educational and supportive intervention within the complex program of treating psychotic patients. It is also psychotherapeutic with the aim of providing the necessary information about the psychotic disorder to the patient. The benefits of psychoeducation have the potential to be long lasting, up to seven years, although most studies have not shown such enduring benefit. The patient should learn that psychosis is a serious but treatable mental illness, whose essence is changed relationship to reality. It should allow him/her to gain greater insight into his/her morbidity. Ideally, if the patient can be led to note that the danger of the psychosis outbreak lies in the fact that the patient feels himself to be completely mentally healthy. Linszen et al. have suggested that single-family intervention usually provides individualized psychological support for family members in terms of: (i) information on the mental illness, (ii) patient management and coping with the illness and its symptoms, (iii) how to identify and solve the specific health problems and (iv) the needs of an individual family accurately. Studies have reported that contacts and interactions between group participants may affect their emotional support and practical help, which is extended to the post-intervention period. Moreover, Maton suggests the importance of understanding the helpful environment within an educational and supportive group for family members of a mentally ill patient.

Studies have indicated that there is a severe burden imposed upon the whole family when caring for a member with schizophrenia, because of unpredictable and bizarre behavior, external stressors of stigma and isolation, family...
Yakoobian et al.41 examined factors that may be targeted pending deterioration in mental state. This usually includes (see above) and also training in early detection of signs of immuno-communication traps in the family leading to over-emotionalism aimed to help with stress management, elimination of com-pania. An integral part of it, however, is behavioral techniques comprehensive and relevant information about schizophre-mainly at providing patients and their relatives sufficiently

sections, they examined the relationships among 51 family members’ reactions to a loved one’s illness (adaptive and maladaptive coping strategies, criticism, overinvolvement, and blaming attributions) and distress and hope. Maladaptive coping strategies significantly predicted more distress and less hope in participants. Further stepwise regressions examining the relationship between distress and hope and subgroups of maladaptive coping revealed that mental disengagement was a significant predictor of more distress and behavioral disengagement was a signif-icant predictor of less hope. These results suggest that recovery-oriented psychoeducation programs that help family members remain engaged with their relatives and work through problems (rather than resorting to mental or behavioral avoidance) may be especially helpful for reducing distress and increasing hope in caregivers of the mentally ill.

Schizophrenic disorders are chronic disorders usually characterized by relapses alternating with periods of re-mission. A better understanding of the course of schizo-phrenic disorders is available with the models of psychotic vulnerability and the neurodevelopmental hypothesis. The relapses have a number of serious aspects. Relapse pre-vention also constitutes a major public health issue. This is made possible by identifying relapse prodromal signs (or early signs of relapse). The relapse prodromal signs are often nonspecific but remain stable for each patient. They are more similar to the initial prodromal signs, also in symptomatology than to their chronic form. Specific psychoeducation strategies allow for each patient to learn his/her own stressful events and own prodromal signs of relapse, as well as onset of each prodromal symptom42.

Chadzyńska et al.43 found that the schizophrenic pa-tients want more information on the illness and more knowledge on how to cope with symptoms in order to improve the quality of their lives. It is important for ther-a-pists to create an empathetic atmosphere for mutual un-derstanding. During the psychoeducation sessions the therapist should use various methods for ensuring patient participation.

TYPES OF PSYCHOEDUCATION PROGRAMS

Psychoeducation is an intervention, which is aimed mainly at providing patients and their relatives sufficiently comprehensive and relevant information about schizophre-nia. An integral part of it, however, is behavioral techniques aimed to help with stress management, elimination of com-munication traps in the family leading to over-emotionalism (see above) and also training in early detection of signs of im-pending deterioration in mental state. This usually includes some social skills training for the patients and informa-tion about the disease and the management of expressed emotions for the relatives. As a result of the early age of onset, its relapsing nature, and persistence of many clinical features, schizophrenia can potently disrupt the smooth acquisition and evolution of skills essential for de-voping mature interpersonal relationships, occupational competence, and independent living. Social skills training is based on a structured learning-orientated approach to the acquisition of skills relevant to the individual and the demands of his/her environment.

In general, patients appreciate sessions in which their illness is explained, reinforcing the idea that some understand-ing is possible in situations which may seem incom-prehensible. Furthermore, explaining bizarre experiences and beliefs in illness terms can help de-stigmatize preconceptions they themselves may hold.

Programs differ in organization and content (individual family psychoeducation, individual family psychoeducation with group psychoeducation for relatives, family psychoedu-caction groups44,45).

In the Czech Republic, in recent years a parallel group psychoeducation program for patients and their relatives called „PRELAPSE” was initiated. This was developed at the Munich psychiatric clinic in a team led by Kissling46.

Originally created by Anderson et al.47., family psych-oeudcation (FPE) for schizophrenia involves intensive engagement efforts with family and patient followed by extended education about the disease and guidelines for recovery based on research and best clinical practice. It pursues a careful, gradual process to promote strong stable symptomatic recovery and relapse prevention, and it incorporates problem solving based on the needs and wants of both family and patient. FPE emphasizes partner-ing and joining with family members and incorporat-ing family members’ and patients’ goals as the core of the treatment plan. FPE for schizophrenia was heavily influ-enced by findings that psychotic relapse is a major impediment to longer term clinical and functional im-provement48. But after roughly a year of remission, most people with schizophrenia make significant functional gains, are more resistant to stress, and can tolerate in-creasing mental and physical demands. This translates into working closely with the family, making coordinated efforts toward improved community participation, and using clinical conditions as the guide to what a patient can handle. Finally, FPE uses clinical skills and expertise in training families to assist in creating an optimal psychosocial environment for recovery from schizophre-nia. Optimal environments are those that are somewhat quieter, less intense, and less complex than the world in general. Family members are assumed to be functional until proven otherwise (for example, by resisting or fail-ing to use the treatment). Family members are instructed on and encouraged to implement specific strategies to create a low stimulation social environment to adapt to, and compensate for, the specific sensory and cognitive characteristics of a given disorder.

The term multiple family group psychoeducation (MFG) refers to a specific FPE treatment that com-bines education about mental illness, family support, crisis intervention, effective communication strategies, and problem-solving training49. MFG attempts to reflect
contemporary understanding of schizophrenia and other severe mental illnesses from biological, psychological, and social perspectives. MFG comprises three components that roughly correspond to the phases of the group. In the first phase, the therapist emphasizes joining with each family in a single-family format, conducting a multifamily educational workshop, focusing on preventing relapse and fostering social and vocational rehabilitation. Family members and consumers meet with two clinicians for 90 min on a regular basis (typically bi-weekly) and utilize a structured problem-solving format to guide the group process. The second phase involves moving beyond stability to gradual increase in patient community functioning. This usually occurs during the second year of the MFG. The third phase comprises deliberate efforts to mold the family into a social network that can persist for an extended period and satisfy family and patient needs for social contact, support and ongoing clinical monitoring. This format is also an efficient context in which to continue psychopharmacologic treatment and routine case management. Expansion of the families’ social networks occurs through problem solving, direct emotional support and out-of-group socializing, all involving members of different families in the group.

MFG is based on research showing that families attempting to cope with mental illness experience stressors that frustrate and discourage them. These responses often take the form of intensely-expressed emotion, in which relatives are highly critical or over-involved, a factor empirically shown to be associated with relapse52. Multifamily groups address social isolation, stigmatization, and increased financial and psychological burden directly. They achieve these by increasing the size and richness of the social support network, connecting the family to other families like themselves, providing a forum for mutual aid, providing an opportunity to hear the experiences of others who have had similar experiences and have found workable solutions, and building hope through mutual example and experience. A key component of MFG involves teaching families to implement the MFG Family Guidelines, which were developed for families based on the biology of the illness, to help them reduce stress in the environment and generally cope with the challenges of schizophrenia in the most calm and effective manner possible. Many controlled studies have found MFgs to reduce relapse, increase problem-solving skills, improve quality of life, and reduce burden among family members. Programs fail to reduce relapse rates if they present information without also providing family members with skills training, ongoing guidance regarding illness management, and emotional support. Additionally, a meta-analysis of 16 studies found that family interventions of fewer than 10 meetings had no important effects on relatives’ burden. The behaviors and disruptions of schizophrenia, in particular, may require more than education to ameliorate family burden and enhance patient outcomes. A number of studies have shown markedly higher reductions in relapse and rehospitalization rates among adults with schizophrenia whose families received psychoeducation than among those who received standard individual services, with differences ranging from 20% to 50% over 2 years. For programs of more than 3 months’ duration, the reductions in relapse rates were at the higher end of this range. Overall, the relapse rate for patients provided FPE has hovered around 15% per year, compared with a consistent 30% to 40% for individual therapy and medication or medication alone. In 11 of the most rigorously designed and conducted studies, with an average study duration of 19.7 months, the overall average for family intervention was about 27%, and for the control groups it was 64%, a reduction of about 58% of the standard or routine treatment rate. Many studies reported in the past few years have demonstrated significant effects on areas of functioning other than relapse rates. These studies address a frequent criticism of the randomized clinical trials: that relapse is only one dimension of outcome. Many patients and their family members are more concerned about the functional aspects of the illness, especially housing, employment, social relationships, and dating and marriage than about remission, a more abstract goal. More recently, several investigators have shifted focus to targeting these more human aspects of illness and life.

Shorter treatment programs (usually 8 to 25 meetings) are currently being promoted, that combine psychoeducation, providing information about the disease in the broader context of family therapy. Family psychoeducation has been found to reduce relapse but penetration rates are low.

RESULTS OF PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Over two decades and an enormous body of research have suggested that patients living with families characterized by high levels of expressed emotion were more vulnerable to relapse. Earlier studies have suggested that educational interventions influence knowledge and drug use errors. Similarly, patient education improves compliance. An extensive study underway in the U.S. Schizophrenia Patient Outcomes Research Team (PORT), which aimed to find an effective psychosocial intervention for schizophrenia, recommended the inclusion of family psychoeducation programs into the therapeutic regimes. Pitschel-Walz et al. summarized the results of 25 studies focusing on psychoeducation of the families of schizophrenic patients. The effect of family psychoeducation has led to a reduction in the frequency of relapses by 20% compared to control groups, if psychoeducation lasted longer than 3 months.

Family psychoeducation is a highly effective but underused, evidence-based practice in the treatment of schizophrenia and other serious mental illnesses. Family psychoeducation (FPE) interventions have been developed to support families coping with the multiple challenges of serious mental illness (SMI) of a family member. While various FPE models have been developed, all interventions share a number of core elements, including an empathic, nonblaming stance toward the family; a direc-
tive educational focus; and an emphasis on improving family members’ communication and problem-solving skills. In a large body of randomized trials, FPE programs lasting 9 months or more have demonstrated robust effects in reducing rates of relapse and hospitalization and have also improved social and vocational functioning\(^6\). A number of meta-analyses\(^{58,60}\) and literature reviews\(^{59-62}\) indicate that FPE is an evidence-based practice. Even more modest levels of family involvement in treatment have been associated with a number of beneficial outcomes, including increased treatment participation\(^1\), greater satisfaction with care\(^2\); and improved hope, knowledge, and patient empowerment\(^3\). The Patient Outcomes Research Team (PORT)\(^4\), as well as practice guidelines of the American Psychiatric Association\(^5\) and Department of Veterans Affairs healthcare system\(^6\), strongly recommend family involvement in treatment as a critical element of quality care for persons with schizophrenia and other serious mental illnesses. Despite this consensus that FPE is an evidence-based practice, quality-of-care studies indicate that such interventions are rarely found in routine service settings for persons with serious mental illness. For example, in a sample of 902 schizophrenics from the PORT study and a VA extension sample, less than 8 percent reported that their family attended any kind of educational or support program\(^6\). The literature shows that barriers to the dissemination of family services exist at multiple levels within the mental health service system\(^7\), including system-level factors (e.g., lack of reimbursement or administrative support) and provider barriers (e.g., limited clinician knowledge about the benefit of family involvement, limited clinician skills in working with families, clinician attitude that family involvement will not help). In addition, family members may hesitate to participate in such services or experience practical barriers that limit their ability to attend programs (e.g., transportation difficulties, lack of child care). Finally, consumers of mental health services may have concerns about their family participating in their mental health treatment. Notably, little empirical data exist on implementation barriers to family participation in treatment among consumers with SMI. Existing studies have focused on barriers to agency adoption of FPE\(^7\) and providers’ perceived barriers to implementing such interventions\(^7\). One particularly important variable to consider may be the frequency of consumer-family contact, since this may be a primary determinant of how patients experience their family relationships and think about family involvement in their treatment. A number of studies have reported that most patients with SMI have regular contact with their family. The PORT survey of 718 schizophrenics found that 83 percent had family in their local area and 51 percent had personal contact with family at least weekly. Similarly, in a sample of 423 schizophrenics enrolled in a VA cooperative study\(^7\), 31 percent had daily contact with family while they were in outpatient care, 33 percent had weekly contact, and 36 percent had less than weekly contact. However, earlier studies did not examine the relationship between frequency of family contact, patients experience of family relationships, and their views about family participation in their treatment. Frequency of family contact may have important implications for efforts to involve family in treatment. Consumers with more frequent family contact may have family members who are more readily available and interested in meeting with clinicians or attending family programs. Indeed, a number of studies that established the evidence base for FPE only included participants with high levels of family contact. For example, in an initial major trial of FPE, Falloon et al.\(^7\) only included patients living (or in close daily contact) with a biological parent. Another key study, McFarlane et al.\(^8\) required that participants to be living with their family of origin or have at least 10 hours of contact a week with participating family members. Relatively little is known about how consumers with less frequent contact with family view family participation in their treatment. For example, they may view family participation in treatment as unnecessary. Alternatively, those in less frequent contact with family possibly still value family participation in care. This issue is particularly important to consider among consumers whose primary family relationships are with siblings and extended family, since level of contact is typically lower in these types of family relationships. Murray-Swank et al.\(^9\) examined views about family relationships and family participation in care among a sample of 69 patients with serious mental illness receiving treatment within the Department of Veterans Affairs healthcare system. They found that younger patients and those with higher levels of psychiatric symptoms were more likely to report family conflict and distress. Of participating patients, 67% wanted family participation in their psychiatric treatment and those with at least weekly contact with family were more likely to want family participation. Consumers endorsed a number of barriers to family participation in their mental health treatment, including their own concerns about privacy and burdening family and skepticism that family involvement would be helpful.

Lincoln et al.\(^10\) used meta-analysis to evaluate the short- and long-term efficacy of psychoeducation (PE) with and without inclusion of families with regard to relapse, symptom-reduction, knowledge, medication adherence, and functioning. Randomized controlled trials comparing PE to standard care or non-specific interventions were included. A literature search in the Cochrane Library, PsycINFO and Medline retrieved 199 studies for closer examination, of which 18, reporting on 19 comparisons, met the inclusion criteria. These studies were coded for methodology, participants, interventions and validity. Effect sizes were integrated using the fixed effects model for homogeneous effects and the random effects model for heterogeneous effects. Independent of treatment modality, PE produced a medium effect at post-treatment for relapse and a small effect size for knowledge. PE had no effect on symptoms, functioning or medication adherence. Effect sizes for relapse and rehospitalization remained significant for 12 months after treatment but failed significance for longer follow-up periods. Interventions that included families were more effective in reducing symptoms by the end of treatment and preventing relapse at 7–12 month follow-up. Effects achieved for PE directed at patients...
alone were not significant. It is concluded that the additional effort of integrating families in PE is worthwhile, while patient-focused interventions alone need further improvement and research.

Chien and Wong\textsuperscript{73} tested the effectiveness of a family psychoeducation group program over a 12-month period for families of Chinese patients in Hong Kong. The psychoeducation program is a needs-based group intervention that addresses the perceptions, knowledge, and skills of families in caring for relatives with schizophrenia. The psychoeducation program group consisted of 18 sessions; each session met every other week and lasted about two hours. The treatment program consisted of four stages that were based on the work of\textsuperscript{95}: orientation and engagement (three sessions), educational workshop (six sessions), therapeutic family role and strength rebuilding (seven sessions), and termination (two sessions). Patients participated in the six sessions of educational workshop. A controlled trial was conducted with 84 family members. Patient and family variables were measured at recruitment and at one week and 12 months after completion of the intervention. Multivariate analyses of variance showed that participants in the psychoeducation group reported greater improvements in families’ and patients’ functioning, families’ burden of care, and the number and length of patients’rehospitalizations over the 12-month follow-up period, compared with the standard care group. These findings support the effectiveness of the family psychoeducation program group in improving the psychosocial health and functioning of Chinese patients with schizophrenia and their families.

Although family psychoeducation has been shown to be highly efficacious in the treatment of schizophrenia, the mechanisms underlying the treatment’s success are poorly understood. The therapeutic alliance in behavioral family management (BFM) was examined to determine whether the alliance plays a role in the efficacy of this treatment\textsuperscript{78}. One early BFM session (mean session = 6.5) involving 28 schizophrenia patients and their relatives who participated in the National Institute of Mental Health’s Treatment Strategies in Schizophrenia study was coded using the System for Observing Family Therapy Alliances. The results indicated that when relatives developed a positive therapeutic alliance, patients were less likely to show prodromal signs of relapse and be rehospitalized over a 2-year follow-up period. When patients developed a positive alliance, relatives became less rejecting and were less likely to feel burdened over a 2-year period. The data suggest that the development of a positive therapeutic alliance within family psychoeducation may play an important role in preventing the escalation of psychotic symptoms and improving family relationships.

The more recent and updated guidelines on schizophrenia underline the extreme importance of the families involvement in treatment of young people in the initial phases of illness. “Families are the main support for many young patients. They could be the primary carers but they have also to face individual and social consequences following the onset course”. Where feasible, family members must be involved in the treatment”. Programma 2000 (“Niguarda Ca’ Granda” Hospital-Milan) and is mostly focused on psychoeducation and on Expressed Emotions aspects. Even the advances suggested by the international literature drove Programma 2000 to define both the steps of caregivers assessment and intervention. During the last ten years, Programma 2000 has followed 191 caregivers. The aims of this program are to verify the outcome of the “pilot project”, started in 2007, projected specifically to increase the already used strategies to improve caregivers adherence and involvement in the therapeutic process. The individualized multi-componential intervention has been structured in 8 sessions over one years. Outcome measures used are the scores of the Camberwell Family Interview and from the Psychosis Knowledge Assessment Semistructured Interview (VCP). The subjects enrolled in the structured pilot project were 25 families, caregiver to young (18–30 yrs old) patients. Results show change in the Expressed Emotion level: 13% of families moved from High Expressed Emotion to Low Expressed Emotion. Furthermore data on the knowledge of illness knowledge level illustrate a reduction in the percentage, from 47% to 18%, of carers who have just a very vague knowledge of illness, and an increase from 16% to 27% of carers who obtain a good level of specific knowledge. In conclusion we can sustain mental health expert with aim to treatment project program individualized and multi-componential tailored for young’s caregiver at the onset phase of psychosis.

Psychoeducation programs have been demonstrated to reduce relapse and be cost-effective for schizophrenia in academic settings, although this has not been examined in private care inpatient settings. A total of 57 consecutive patients hospitalized for an exacerbation of schizophrenia symptoms were randomly assigned to receive treatment as usual or Schizophrenia Treatment and Education Programs (STEPS), an intensive inpatient-initiated psychoeducation program in a private-sector treatment setting\textsuperscript{79}. Schizophrenia Treatment and Education Programs (STEPS), an intensive family psychoeducation program specifically designed as an inpatient initiated intervention for schizophrenia in a private-sector practice, is unique in not being based on any other existing psychoeducation program. It extends the capabilities of established psychoeducation models that are limited only to outpatients to begin the intervention during acute inpatient care, when the severity of illness and treatment intensity are maximal and the potential for benefit is large. The STEPS program translates the efficacy of psychoeducation demonstrated in academic environments into effectiveness in private sector settings. At six months, 54% of the original sample was reassessed. Rehospitalization over six months was significantly less frequent among STEPS participants than among usual care participants (20% versus 56%, \textit{p}=0.038, Hedge’s g effect size=\textsuperscript{76}.76). This controlled study demonstrated subsequent reduction of costly rehospitalization among patients randomly assigned to STEPS, although study attrition of 46% over six months may diminish the confidence in the findings.

Chan et al.\textsuperscript{79} (2009) evaluated the effectiveness of a psychoeducation program for Chinese patients with
schizophrenia and their family caregivers. Seventy-three patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia and their caregivers (n=73) were recruited and randomized into a study (n=36) and control group (n=37). Ten psychoeducation sessions were provided to the study group. The outcomes were measured at baseline, immediately after (post-1), six months (post-2), and 12 months after the intervention (post-3). There were significant treatment effects across time for all patient outcomes: adherence to medication (p<0.01), mental status (p<0.01), and insight into illness (p<0.01). However, no significant differences were found between groups on post-3 measures for all patient outcomes. For the caregivers, significant group differences were only detected in self-efficacy at the post-1 (p=0.007) and post-2 (p<0.001) measures, the level of satisfaction at the post-1 (p=0.033) and post-2 (p<0.021) measures, and the perception of family burden at the post-2 measures (p=0.043). A psychoeducation intervention had positive effects on Chinese patients and their caregivers. However, these effects might not be sustained 12 months after the intervention. To substantiate its effects, psychoeducation should be an ongoing intervention, with its outcomes constantly evaluated.

Multiple family group psychoeducation (MFG) has been shown to be an effective component of family psychoeducation (FPE) in reducing symptom relapses and rehospitalizations for individuals with schizophrenia. It is especially effective when family members participate on a consistent basis, which allows them to increase their understanding of the biology of the disorder, learn ways to be supportive, reduce stress in the environment and in their own lives, and develop a broader social network. When used in conjunction with medication, MFG can help an individual with schizophrenia progress towards the rehabilitation phase of recovery.

Pitschel-Walz et al. (2009) examined whether borderline intellectual disability in patients with schizophrenia limits the benefit from psychoeducational groups. A manualized, interactive psychoeducational program of eight sessions (4 weeks) was initiated. Measures of knowledge, adherence and the concept of illness were completed before and after the groups. The short-term outcome of 22 participants with schizophrenia and borderline intellectual disability (IQ 70–85) was compared with the outcome of 75 participants with schizophrenia and IQ > 85. Results showed that individuals with schizophrenia and borderline intellectual disability could be successfully integrated into general psychoeducational groups. The conclusion is that borderline intellectual disability should not be an exclusion criterion for participation in such groups.

Reichhart et al. (2010) reanalysed data sets of one randomised-controlled (study 1) and one naturalistic psychoeducation study (study 2). Main outcome measures (knowledge about schizophrenia, drug attitude, confidence in medication) were assessed at baseline, post-intervention and 12 months after index discharge. The reanalysed samples consisted in total of 1002 patients and 176 caregivers. In study 2, baseline knowledge was significantly better in male patients and female caregivers. All participants improved significantly their knowledge. The amount of knowledge gain did not differ between genders in either study or either group. Gender was not a major predictor of baseline knowledge or knowledge gain. Only in study 1 did gender significantly impact the knowledge gain from baseline to follow-up. Regarding improvement in drug attitude, females seemed to benefit significantly better from psychoeducation. In both studies, however, changes in drug attitudes/confidence in medication were best explained by lower corresponding baseline scores, not gender. Patients’ gender did not influence the outcomes of their caregivers. These findings suggest that psychoeducational programs might be better adapted to males in order to improve their drug attitude. Concerning knowledge, gender-related changes do not seem to be necessary.

THE PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
AT THE DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
OF THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL IN OLOMOUC

Although psychoeducational programs for patients with schizophrenia can significantly reduce relapse rates, few patients are offered a psychoeducational program in routine clinical treatment. Implementation difficulties and lack of experience, training, and time are considered as the primary reasons for this situation. Therefore, we prepared an easy, structured, psychoeducational program for schizophrenia in routine clinical treatment. These psychoeducational interventions follow a cognitive-behavioral model. Program comprises 6 modules that cover introduction to the group psychoeducation, symptoms and causes of schizophrenia, effects and side effects of medication, warning signs, relapse prevention, self-help, and role of the family and communication.

The purpose of the psychoeducational program of the Psychiatric clinic in Olomouc is to familiarize patients with the essence of the disorder, the role and principles of pharmacotherapy, recognition of the warning signs of relapse, to advise on inappropriate and stressful stereotypes in communication within families and finally the training of social skills. The basic principles of psychoeducational interventions are simple, factual and adequate information about the disorder and its possible treatment methods.

The goal is also to try to make the patients aware of those problems that are related to the disorder, the communication difficulties and the most appropriate management of the stressors and life events. All of these elements allow the patients to become more conscious and more able to deal with problems, fostering therefore an easier and more effective course of the illness, especially when the psychoeducational interventions are associated with appropriate and long-term drug treatment.

Among factors influencing adherence, the clinician’s style of communication and the therapeutic relationship are recognized as key. The content of our psychotherapeutic program, which currently runs in the Department of Psychiatry of the University Hospital, is as follows:

(1) Patients are provided information about the biological nature of schizophrenia, the symptoms of the disease,
The most important is an exaggerated, unconstructive criticism, which excessively interferes with the patient’s privacy, increases the stress and may lead to the psychotic relapse or further increase in existing psychotic symptoms. Relatives of the sick person are involved in the family’s emotional (EE) has been studied in families of a relative with schizophrenia as well as other psychiatric disorders; and high EE (hostile, critical, and over involved) families have been found to be strongly related to relapse. When the families in this study were divided into two groups, families with high EE and those with low EE, it was found that discharged patients returning to a high EE family had a 3–4-fold higher risk of relapse than patients who returned to a low EE family.

The most important is an exaggerated, unconstructive criticism, which excessively interferes with the patient’s privacy, increases the stress and may lead to the psychotic relapse or further increase in existing psychotic symptoms. Relatives of the sick person are advised to not criticize the unusual behavior of the patient. The emphasis is on providing greater mental and physical space for the patient.

A short social skills training is scheduled at the end of the course. The improvement of social skills is connected with decrease in the patient’s life stress and also with decrease in psychotic symptoms and increase in life quality. Basic social skills trained are:

- correct perception and understanding of information
- communication of positive information (compliments, awards)
- the initiation, continuation and closing short interview
- expression of negative emotions appropriately
- self-assertion (defending their own rights, reject unauthorized requests)
- ability to find a compromise

The contribution of psychoeducation programs are complex. They affect the course of disease by reducing the frequency of relapses, shortening the time of rehospitalization and improving the quality of life. In addition the ratio of costs and benefits is favorable.
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